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Bulletin No. 8Transformation Update Mar. 2013                                     

REV. (13), 4 Jun 2020:  is re2-supplemented with last 9 pages at the end of bulletin.  
There are ways to precisely co-relate past events with current celestial trends to 

evaluate existing problems and predict future events. Suitable formulations 

using acumen of Spiritual-science could procure required wisdom to unveil 

Nature’s dormant mystery in order to welcome Divine influx needed for 

Transformation of every planetary-existence. Resolute tasks undertaken other 

than our normal routine way of life — in coordination with Nature could enable 

chances towards superior joy, hope & contentment for all beings on this planet. Our collective 

world had experienced excellent times many centuries prior to point A, thereafter; the graph 

slided down – marking decay of those good period which contained better days of civilized life. 

Before proceeding any further it is extremely important to understand why GOD is also referred 

to as TRUTH? –– Truthfully speaking; God is omni-present, pure and an everlasting spirit-

substance available within the entire vast cosmos. Everything else seen within and around us in 

outer-space is not comparatively so, but, only a result of Divine ENERGY as part of its creation i.e. 

made out of ‘Energy particles’ released out of the Creator, which also made our Planet. Every 

such material’s existence is temporary, changeable, malleable and is only a manifestation of 

‘That' Divine Energy. This Energy can manifest itself into any material form or remain veiled as a 

spirit-arrangement, as desired by its originator/controller. God/Truth/Creator/Nature can 

generate its ‘That Energy’ from any point in space, at any time, focussed towards any direction. 

Getting grips with the technique of achieving the capability of getting closer with ‘That Truth’ 

also means gaining advantage of ‘That’ to derive every benefit required out of its Divinity, but, 

preferably under its approval. God is that primary source out of which emanates the most basic 

Energy and such emanation contains two aspects [Energy + intent] behind its release. Other 

secondary sources are also available but with limited applications. Moreover, Truth is universally 

well revered as the correct customary practice for adaption in respect to our day-to-day routine 

actions in life as this is a mandatory requirement of Nature towards natural human evolutionary 

progress & welfare of all existence. Hence, it is absolutely futile trying getting closer to God 

without respecting / promoting the principles of Truth &  Laws of Righteousness.  

The supreme faculty possessed by human-beings is “ Consciousness ”.  For the sake of 

explanation of this article, what matters even more is the ‘Effective Consciousness’ or the  

resultant consciousness which oozes out of the masses, as a combined effort to prevail over a 

particular time & region to govern /rule-over by its ruler as our shared world is run by the head 

of each region to manage its specified boundaries. Such vital aspect of a collective human output 

also contains within it; the sub-faculty of ‘Capability & Ability’ — much needed to obtain and 

deliver indispensable richness towards every type of life, within their respective regions.  
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Finally, it also be added that an elusive/ intriguing discipline of ‘Knowledge & Skill’ is available for 

human usage which could be a vital tool to unveil hidden precious values within Spirituality i.e. 

that Science which could reveal the secret-workings of the spirit of God along its finer essence 

much needed for suitable deployment towards our Planet’s up-liftment & welfare. Hence, the 

need for extensive study of [Spiritual-science + human Philosophy], as highly elaborated in Vedic 

scriptures could bring-about the much needed Transformation today.         [A portion of such wisdom 

is available in this site but more of it would only be supplemented once the ‘effective consciousness’ 

commences working in the correct direction at a ‘more appreciable speed’ towards higher objectives in life 

– most pertinently needed today for sake of a significant Transformation so as to benefit every life upon 

this weary Planet, which is desperately panting for an early rescue now].  

 Such wisdom oriented perceptual Science may indeed appear difficult to grasp for majority of 

our modern folks as it is non-conventional and demands to be approached ‘within’ oneself, with 

no scope for any shortcut.  You have to go perceptually deep inside Yourself using your senses to 

access much more about Yourself unlike the orthodox-science of classrooms & workshops 

accessed by human-intellect commonly with a perception mainly outward, based upon 

materialistic proofs & evidences. ‘Spirituality’ is very much integrated within our conventional-

science & works silently along with us in our daily-life. Without the power of ‘Spirit’ one cannot 

achieve anything just like bulbs, fans & various gadgets cannot run without electricity. It is the 

power of this un-noticeable spirit/ energy possessed within living-beings, which move the body 

parts. Why do some get paralyzed? After all how does this Energy work, flows, or gets activated. 

What makes plants grow, how the celestial objects move in perfect synchronization? All these 

wonders of Spirituality is enveloped in its associated Science which can be better understood if 

one could devotedly dive into its Beauty & Rhythm. One needs to strive hard to unveil that 

altogether — true concept of life within spiritual-science to lead one towards total JOY which is 

otherwise not easily accessible due limitations of common science alone. The intent of this article 

is to bring about essential awareness within global citizenry to enable one understand reason for 

our unabated misery and its remedy using Simplest Wisdom.  

For purpose of this article, it is fairly tenable to trust that; the unified processes of evolution & 

nature have together blessed us (earthly Planetarians) with a DUAL proposal (as in a & b): 

a. An organization called UN whose unbiased ‘collective’ role towards monitoring & control 

is vitally-important for this world of ours to satisfactorily progress together. UN scope and 

‘capability’ is indeed vast enough, but today;  it’s sub-functional aspect of ‘ability’ remains 

degraded and needs to be restored by the eye of fair-vision, common-sense and proper 

implementation of established principles & norms (Laws of Righteousness) towards the well-

being of each individual, our planet and also every type of occupant residing upon this Planet.  
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b. The second aspect towards better and a more purposeful life for all Planetarians is that, 

we well understand the importance of the most vital parameter: ‘Effective Consciousness’.  This 

important factor within a region helps build a fair & efficient system of rule /law & culture in 

society/ in a particular region/ a country. If the ruling government errs in any respect, it becomes 

duty of Opposition Party and/or the Public to correct the same. The outcome result of such a 

consciousness, as a consequence of these three efforts, (i.e. as a Trio-effect) in terms of capability 

oriented performance; results as the ‘Effective consciousness. This aspect becomes the most 

significant and governing factor weighing over its respective region in regard to its life and 

existence; the Quality of this product is very important for our entire evolutionary process. 

 

Past Course of ‘Effective Consciousness’ – i.e. during the last few hundred centuries: 

 

The past course of ‘Effective Consciousness’ with respect to India (likewise countries) is depicted 

in the illustration by the curve-flow from A to F. When such collective Consciousness remained 

contained with ideal-qualities, it resulted its curve to remain well above point A but the same 

declined slowly with time towards point B when the ‘Trio-effect’ could not prevent its 

degradation. The trend-curve kept sliding down towards C over past many years. The transition 

from B to C is the region of undesirable period/ bad days, with regard to the sense of Truth & 

Righteousness. During this phase the common energy which supports to feed a majority of 

people gets gradually & unnoticeably transferred to receive its supply from Satanic / Asuric 

forces. Such Power-house giants also exist in our gigantic cosmos which also possess enormous 

energy to feed and support their subjects. But, such human who choose to accept such donors 

i.e. whose objective remains mainly selfish /sensual, do avail the same as they desire to thrive to 

derive short-term benefits at any cost.  Such availed energy and its contents is not beneficial for 

all; especially the righteous and truth abiding folks. The slide from B – C , as seen, was rapid 

because the corrective folks just became mere onlookers and allowed evil to prevail, perhaps 

haplessly. Thereafter, as a result of a much virtuous effort, sacrifices and extensive corrective 

actions contributed by the wiser citizenry prevented further down-slide of the curve which 
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eventually managed to successfully alter the course of the  ‘Effective Consciousness’ ; towards 

point D, as shown in the sketch.  

The time for the curve travel from B to D is not a fixed parameter but depends upon the capability 

of human effort i.e. better the human performance as a majority — the quicker would be the 

transit to take the curve away from the miserable period. Today, the achievement has been 

extremely privileged due to presence of some extremely good people whose contributions have 

resulted the ‘Effectiveness’ arrive at about F, due to their virtuous deeds. Progress has 

consequently tried struggling ahead but the movement is now yet being confronted by strong 

opposition preventing a more noticeable onward travel beyond F. Whenever the curve is on the 

upper side, Truth & Righteousness will dominate and the power supply may only momentarily 

get augmented by Divine source. Whereas on the Lower regions, i.e. below the partition-line; the 

evil, wicked and selfish ones would instantaneously get fully powered by Satanic/ Asuric forces 

with its deceptive pangs of power-thirst which drags the consciousness downward to continue 

with evil dominance, at any cost. As seen in the sketch from D to E, the Evil forces were trying 

their very best to pull the curve back down but the good ones were just about successful to 

somehow sustain their upkeep. This Zone is called the transition-zone which the scriptures refer 

to as Navyuga i.e. where-after, the successful Transformation for a massive renewal scope is 

possible so as to uplift Humanity onto a platform of higher Joy. Hereafter, Divine Energy influx 

would arrive-in but not so easily unless the curve is pushed-up well above the boundary-line by 

the collective effort of the masses as a ‘Trio-effect’. A tussle even now continues here as the 

situation stands today; but, with a good hope for a major breakthrough. It is indeed difficult for 

the Asuric recipients to accept their failure as their ego gets punctured — they are yet desperately 

trying their best to prevent the public to realize the difference between evil days and the arriving 

good times. The good ones are trying hard, but yet, not their very best to overcome the past 

effects of evil.  Their collective effort is today is enough to prevent the evil forces return into 

power. Progress in the right direction to become more noticeable is tough indeed, but it is 

possible using Vedic wisdom. Sacrifice and pour-out every drop of your past good deeds, make 

best use of wisdom to somehow succeed lifting the curve even more beyond F. DO NOT harbour 

evil-doers by not subjecting evil/ corrupt ones before justice as their accumulated Sins would 

become too heavy to endure; nature wants them to bear the consequences for their ill-deeds — 

this is a corrective law of Nature. Have no mercy or pity as you do not have the authority to judge 

or absolve them. [ How & why the Asuric/satanic forces remain in the picture & how they get their 

immense Power would be explained in another article later ]. 

Reason for insufficient Divine help during this transitional phase is because God /Truth expects 

the masses to make every possible effort themselves to evolve themselves in order to get rid/out 

of this critical situation and proceed beyond; in the correct direction in order to avail advantages 

contained within — natural-evolution. The strength of collective effort out of the masses need 
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be sufficiently strong enough which could propel beyond the obstructive/ negative forces and be 

the reason to propel itself with needed thrust and establish itself onto an upward trend towards 

G. It is only then it could obtain the much needed substantial Grace, as an Energy-constituent 

from the Creator for its onward uninterrupted path towards higher realms of life, full of Joy in 

abundance. Any prolonged failure on part of the collective effort of masses to achieve such 

requisite higher standard by would render such Planet towards extinction partially or wholly — 

as a routine natural process. This has been the past way of God. In a particular country / region 

there may be a large number of wise / learned citizenry possessed with high levels of human-

consciousness, even many may have acquired salvation/ enlightenment but their planes of 

existence & worldly-actions are different although their apparent physical cognizance remains 

apparently clinging within this world —  to  be explained.   

It be reiterated that — what matters most is the quality of ‘collective performance’ (Trio effect) 

to effectively prevail over a region. By such a perfect evolutionary design/ programming of 

Nature; the next decay cycle after achieving its pinnacle would not dip as low as point C, but 

would recover earlier. Other Galaxies are enjoying better result out of their achievements due to 

their such achievement. We need to solemnly & firmly be determined to progress by 

unanimously supporting & promoting our proper conduct in daily-life as established from time 

to time by ourselves; to support every individual & life upon this planet to evolve & prosper. 

Indeed such task needs control over the mind; more the control better is the result. Control over 

the mind is a skill achievable out of Spiritual-science, and; further implementation of such control 

in society needs the acumen amalgamated within Philosophical-wisdom. To avail enhanced 

command over nature depends upon one’s proximity with Nature; key to all these paradoxes is 

obtainable by unveiling the latent wisdom of ‘Spiritual-science’ which is easily available within 

the domains of Truth & Righteousness. Although the region of stagnation is over now but, yet, 

the requisite traverse for ‘Effective Consciousness’ to proceed as indicated by the dotted-path is 

not easy i.e. to easily move upward towards higher regions of “Goodness” where everything is 

well governed by principles of Truth and Laws of Righteousness. Remember, this apparent world 

of ours is only a playground where we have arrived to Perform actions or else we need to quit 

this show. We need evaluate & correct our performance based upon cause & effect of our deeds 
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with experience in order to proceed towards higher realms of existence and regain our lost True 

identy and enjoy the wonders of Nature. Today the “Effective Consciousness” is not moving up 

In  a more desirable fashion? The Governance, both in India & at the UN are hesitating /restricting 

from attempting a brave forward crusade with needed enthusiasm, dynamism & determination 

to support Truth & Righteousness at every cost but to acquire such virtues they must learn to 

take the risks, with faith — not so easy otherwise.  Double standards are not acceptable to God.  

[ Similar was the state of affairs about 5500 years back i.e. pre- Mahabharata war — wisdom 

prevailed upon the righteous to seek refuge within Divine intercessions. The Kauravas were too 

powerful to be defeated by the Pandavas. The same is the case today and the cycle goes on. It is 

impossible to defeat the negative forces without wisdom; God has made it like that, believe it or 

not? ]     

If the present ruling governance i.e. the ‘Effective Consciousness’ can work sufficiently enough to 

transcend beyond its existing status upward to a level G: the Divine Grace(kripa) associated 

Energy will flow-in sufficiently enough to augment its support for righteous actions. This turning 

point is the ‘ Minimum threshold-level required’ for triggering Divine intercessions. Thereafter, 

the Divine Energy influx would commence with more easily-observable indications for one to 

identify the ‘Dynamic’ Transformation, now needed. The associated Energy unleashed would be 

very powerful, purposeful & effective to Change/ Renew/ Renovate & Transform every type of 

existence in and around the Planet, as required. Such Energy released would be well synchronized 

under perfect Divine guidance/ controlled by regions of higher Consciousness. TARGET ‘G’: God 

has placed this target to be achieved by the unified-process of continuous refinement of our 

‘Thoughts & Actions‘ – to result as its ‘Effective Consciousness’. Such objective for our planetary 

evolution could be achieved either thru UN which would mean a collective approach from all its 

global members, or; by the individual effort of Indian Governance, needless to mention that in 

the latter case the benefit would be for India mainly. Since UN effort involves a consortium of 

many countries it would harvest multiple benefits in terms of widespread relief. Science has 

already confirmed by visual reference thru mighty telescopes the presence of billions of galaxies 

in this unimaginable huge Cosmos. Ours is just a tiny spec loitering under a prolonged cloud of 

ignorance within its associated misery. The Creator is not concerned about one such galaxy 

getting dissolved into extinction if its citizenry willfully fail to control their mind from not treading 

the path of proper conduct which has been established by the resident human citizenry 

themselves? After all why has it become so difficult for us to follow a Righteous conduct I n life 

today?     – SOLUTION – : 

i.  I most humbly state that an easy way to achieve Target ‘G’ is by resolving my pending issues 

before UN in accordance to rules & principles of Law & Justice. Any such public interest 

oriented organization upon which Nature has placed responsibilities must be firm and resolute 

about its principles irrespective of consequences. In fact France exhibited good Performance 
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when sometime back a French court indicted & convicted American personnel with fine & 

imprisonment in an aviation related error even though committed inadvertently. Yet, the 

relations of USA and France still remain cordial because both respected fair-play, in that 

particular case. Such Righteous deeds make a big stride towards progressive/ evolutionary 

criteria much needed by the Laws of Nature. Similarly, my case is a perfect example as a test, 

created by the creator; I am just a witness watching the show where big ones are caught in 

nature’s web hoping respite. The more they delay, more adverse would be the outcome; it is 

made like that by nature. God has a fair eye towards its creation and is very straightforward in 

evaluating the performance-standard of each organization & each and every individual before 

making final assessment by a fool-proof inbuilt mechanism. The Divine-Power tenaciously 

plants-up such exceptional trials before the human-kind wherein only the ones with the right 

spirit of pure unbiased actions can qualify for any further enhanced deliverance which would 

enable one  transcend to higher-planes of consciousness.  

 

ii. On the other hand, if the Indian Governance can effectively ensure my case a FAIR trial which 

is already underway at the Delhi High Court since year 2007 then it would earn such 

governance to qualify worthy enough to receive Divine blessings. [ there is no need to favour 

any side but just respect Law & Justice with a fair-eye; more the fairness, better will be the results  ]. 

In case, if anyone feels that my case is not worth the importance as projected in this article, 

and/ or there are more valuable Truth-oriented cases; then place such case(s) as a higher 

Target at ‘H’ and proceed-ahead to resolve those case(s) first. If it be successful, then the 

lower one at ‘G’ automatically gets resolved — this  is the wonder of  ‘Consciousness Rating 

aspect’ which I am trying hard to emphasize upon? My case is pending before Hon’ble Delhi 

High-court but the criminals remain successful this far by dodging & preventing proper 

proceedings.   A CBI inquiry coupled with a high-speed court process could expedite things. 

 

It is reiterated that Nature selects cases that are worthy enough to be considered as a Turning 

Point in its course towards evolutionary progress. If one’s BEING is truthful enough; even a 

single individual can fight against rest of the world all alone, for a righteous cause if a fair 

platform is available. This is the wonder of God.  I have worked very hard in life with selfless 

service as my contribution towards world-class professional standards as a pilot and possess 

morally clean/ fair human qualities. My credentials arise out arduous work-performance 

which includes exemplary sacrifices towards the welfare of humanity, as on record. I could 

briefly explain only a few aspects about my pending case & its associated enigma for quick-

evaluation: 

1. Since 1979 till 2009, I kept battling throughout whilst in service against the erring 

management of the Airlines for almost every Foul-play committed by its administration so 

as to help the airline evolve and respect the interests & welfare of employees. I also 
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endeavored to promote the spirit of professionalism & importance of Information 

Technology with various contributions for the better interests of global Civil Aviation.  

 

2. My commitment as a thorough professional besides other acquired achievements earned me 

the credential to have brought out Two design defects with the A-320 aircraft where one of 

them infringed with Mandatory Law Requirement for passenger aircraft. I also presented the 

Aviation world with the best ‘Training Guide’ pertaining to the most advanced type Fog flight-

operations in Civil Aviation. (all above quoted assertions are certified correct/ commended by Airbus 

of France in writing, no other pilot world-over could achieve such credentials. It is almost 

unmanageable for anyone to win-over/perforate Airbus authorities’ claim-envelope in regard to any 

discrepancy in their manufactured aircraft, as they persevere to remain too firm about their rigid 

ideologies unless something highly substantial & inescapable was involved worth accepting & 

acknowledging )  

 

3. In year 2007 I exposed a long-persisting Sex-racket in the airline which none could ever dare 

to complain against as extremely big-wigs were involved. I was well aware of impending 

consequences upon undertaking such corrective-action against the erring management till 

the situation became absolutely imperative towards National interest & Safety of travelling 

public. The aftermath was extremely pungent as expected; I was forced to resign from service 

of Air-India as the involvees had top political contacts & were extremely influential.  [ Here I 

accept my error about delaying my action too long, I should have ‘blown the whistle’ against 

the prevailing immoral issue much before. I placed the result before my action i.e. I should 

have disregarded the result but only concentrated upon correct timely action in regard to 

performing my duty promptly against such evil dominance thence. The Gita emphasizes that 

a person as a performer only has authority only over her/ his actions and not over its result — 

as a criteria to qualify towards higher realms of human consciousness. God would have even 

helped me earlier but perhaps, my faith & trust about the contents of Vedic scriptures were 

inadequate thence which made me err and become a party to Sin ]    

 

4. Simultaneously In 2007, I detected a design/ procedural defect in the Airbus A-320 aircraft 

pertaining to Over-weight Landing which was affirmed as true by all concerned Aviation 

authorities. Hence, as a commander of Airbus airplane I requested the Indian Aviation 

authorities & M/s Airbus of France to provide me the revised procedure to follow in case I 

encountered an emergency pertaining to the ambiguity because the procedure mentioned in 

the Airbus Manual was confirmed unsafe and the one proposed by me & accepted by Airbus 

Co. had to be incorporated into the Manual for pilot action /compliance, but both authorities 

remained dumb expecting me to remain silent over the issue and continue to operate flights 

under ambiguity? The defect was not a minor issue as deceptively purported by them; had it 

been a minor aspect there would not have been a Mandatory International Law over the 
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same. [Several major mishaps have occurred during the Go-around phases killing hundreds 

of innocent lives]. My conscience revolted and I became compelled under circumstances to 

file a WRIT in Delhi High court to get the faulty procedure rectified as the concerned aviation 

authorities of India & France deliberately failed to do so and remained non-committal over 

the same. The battle in court was too tough for me being alone against two mighty giants 

(governance of India & France). Airbus of France had sold a sub-standard A320 fleet of about 

30 aircraft only to India being fully aware of the same at the time of sale of such aircraft but 

concealed the truth by incorrect data presentations in Manuals which I unveiled in 2007. 

Whenever any malfunction occurs in-flight: It is Mandatory under Law & Flight-safety 

procedures for the Pilot to execute remedial-actions as prescribed in the FCOM(manual) to 

overcome the emergency and save the precious lives on board. In this case I had proved the 

FCOM content Unsafe and wanted the correct procedure to be established for compliance 

especially when I knew that the top vindictive & unscrupulous management/ Directors were 

waiting for me to err so as to have me prosecuted under law? How & why such person were 

made Directors of Training/ Flight Safety/ Operations etc. when they were incompetent, 

inefficient and immoral, is a matter of deep concern? Why did the airline Directors 

deliberately fail to handle my query when I as a pilot was desperately panting to have the 

right answer to resolve the prevailing ambiguity. 

 

5. Due vindictiveness; during court-process, the involved corrupt airline Directors shamelessly 

stooped so low that they went back to my 1984 medical records, forged them and tried 

projecting me as an insane person before the court so as to perhaps have the case dismissed. 

But unfortunate for them; I could produce the original medical record preserved by me so 

long (about 25 years back) which proved their crime. Obviously, such willful foul act in court 

amounted to forgery/ fraud/ perjury. I immediately filed an application seeking their 

prosecution for this aspect separately under 340CrPC as a criminal offence, which was 

willfully performed by them –---- 

6. They soon filed a written apology for their shameful conduct and most strangely the court 

forgave them? This amounts to the fact that if a wrong-doer files an apology when caught he 

could get acquitted easily? This aspect needs a review-appeal before the Hon’ble President 

of India, as this is no Justice otherwise all such criminals should do the same and avail pardon? 

The affected airline Directors remained at advantage by successfully influencing the court-

case. Please let me be given the right opportunity to expose the Top ones involved in the 

whole case; all would be shocked to learn as to why these criminals were well shielded to 

remain bailed-out, this far. 

 

7. I had also filed a Suit in 2007 to claim damages & compensation in respect to the injury 

inflicted upon me by the evil deeds of the Directors/involvees. The opposite parties (OP) were 
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so powerful that it took me about TWO years just to push-in additional vital documents into 

court records because the (OP) were well aware of its consequences. The supplementary 

documents also contained a ‘Sting-operation’ CD in regard to my reported sex-racket & its 

exposure besides important documents to prove the sex game going on in the airline and 

how they all collectively tortured me just because I stood firmly to respect the principles of 

proper conduct in life.  

 

8. Now again, finding no escape-route, they have repeatedly stooped down to have denied the 

documents/ letters which I had from time-to-time filed in office bearing proper official 

stamped-receipt, diary No. and date. Such recurring official-misconduct is again serious 

amounting to perjury & suppressing of evidence. They (OP) could dare to repeat such crime 

because they were let off in the first instance when they forged my medical records 

obstinately; shamelessly hoping again their politician counterparts would help them out.  

 

9. I am battling all alone against Indian Governance & Airbus of France. I know it is an impossible 

task but as guaranteed by the scriptures, I am also sure that God will intervene and support 

my struggle containing various predicaments. But, if Divine intercession has to be an answer 

instead of Indian Governance /UN; there would be an immense destruction too, as in the 

past. It would be very prudent for all to please resolve the same before that. 

 

10. UN has a firm commitment to investigate each and every single crime against Humanity, even 

in respect to a lone individual case like mine which could be classified towards “Crimes against 

humanity” – my pending case deserves the right to avail such classification and have the same 

tried out at the International Court of Justice, Hague. My case contains the  special requisite 

conditions for such trial as  Two countries are involved, and moreover: 

 

a. Sale of a sub-standard aircraft was made to India only, rest of the world were given the better 

version. The sale was committed by cheating the innocent Public of India. I found this 

unjustified and thought it correct to have the matter rectified and well investigated in Public 

interest but my effort remains in vain this far. 

 

b. Upon my being determined & persistent about my correct stance over the various issues 

involved, the airline authorities started making uncalled deductions from my salary and soon 

my salary was stopped, my most legitimate medical treatment was discontinued so as to 

pressurize me to withdraw the court-case out of sheer vindictiveness. Even a prisoner of war 

is given medical treatment as a part of humanity. The Law offenders in this regard had no 

mercy upon a person who had sacrificed so much for the airline & global Civil Aviation? 
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c. My promotion was denied without any reason, my juniors were promoted just to break me 

down. When I filed the Writ in court I was immediately offered my due promotion but at the 

cost of my withdrawing the court-case, which I declined. My various important issues, also 

ones pertaining to Public interest remained unresolved. I was humiliated and tortured 

enough to have developed spinal problems, as result of persistently induced mental stress. 

 

d. My medical Insurance compensation has deliberately not been settled as on date today. I was 

thus compelled to resign in 2009 a few years short of normal routine retirement in order to 

obtain my PF/ retirement benefits for my medical treatment and life sustenance. 

 

e. What made the Indian court not decide upon the Writ filed by me in regard to the Design-

Defect, as pointed out by me in 2007 which was confirmed true in writing by the Airbus of 

France & Airlines review committee? A suitable appeal/ review, in the interest of Justice is 

needed. 

I humbly submit that when I joined Indian Airlines in 1979, I found it packed with various types of 

flaws in their work-system. I risked by making various lone attempts fighting against the top 

management to resolve frequent problems; my Writ filed at Delhi High court indicates sufficient 

evidence in this regard. I introduced the concept of IT and laptops for instant data referral/ 

information in the airline as a modernized practice & gave-away free laptops out of my savings 

to make aviators changeover to the new concept of digital technology & become more efficient 

with flight operations. I was the key person to have somehow made the airline sustain its 

performance as a national career for years, the moment I left work in March 2007 the airline fell 

into dissolution the very next month and got dissolved into Air India. I sacrificed my entire life for 

the welfare & progress of the airline, I tried my best to uplift its professional standards but the 

opposition was too tough as it had support from the top politicians and preferred to remain under 

inertia. It is very appropriately mentioned in the scriptures that any organization where immoral 

/ unlawful activities flourish would end up into ruins; this happened to Indian Airlines.  

Getting back to the mainstream of this article: Once the ‘ Effective Consciousness’ curve rises 

close to point G, as indicated in the sketch; Divine intercessions would commence. There would 

be an abundance of Energy influx pertaining to every natural resource much needed today for 

our Planet. The condition for availing such higher Joy has to be sought & welcomed at every cost 

for it to materialize, and; it is possible with a united effort. Nature could even bring in greater 

changes in our environment by placing our planet closer with other galaxies in space; it is a matter 

of kids-play for God. Why ours is considered as a lone planet-galaxy, why do we not have lively 

neighbours? Today’s global scenario contains much gloominess, joblessness, stagnant-economy, 

hatred-ness, ill-will, distrust amongst human beings alongwith multiple global adversaries – these 

are all signs of Evil / selfish dominance. Fortunately some good effort & struggle has now 
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managed to up-lift the needed consciousness-curve beyond F. Indeed the progress has become 

much positive today but yet more is needed. There is just no other alternative available 

henceforth before the present Indian governance; either to perform satisfactorily in the right 

manner or to perish, the option to stagnate is not available anymore. 

Indeed, Divine intercession would be optimum & more purposeful if it could yield its effect 

suitably to uplift humanity and every life on Planet with its onward journey. But, at the same time 

history indicates that on similar occasions when such needed widespread contribution was 

absent; there had been occurrences of localized input of Divine Energy to create & uplift only a 

portion of the society by the power of Divine Grace as in the case of deliverance for the residents 

of Mathura from perpetual hostile attacks by Evil-forces and also the creating of Indraprastha, 

Dwarkapuri and various other such feats performed by Divine manifestations in human-form. 

Westernized mind & culture at least believe in Moses & Christ; where did the power arrive from 

to tear apart the Red-Sea or perform super tasks? In another true event on record, the unusual 

extent to which Divine power was engaged – when it utilized the worm-hole technique to 

transport the entire residents of Mathura to Dwarkapuri alongwith all life, stock & barrel, and; 

the greatest wonder of ‘That Divinity’ was that the people’s minds were also transformed — their 

minds’ data-bases got partially-formatted/redone i.e. they started working in this new township 

as if they were living there since a long time. This is the great wonder of that unimaginable Power 

of the Creator; its associated Divine-Energy and Capability.   

Long back, it was normal for any evolved-human to engage with spiritual-pursuit at a certain 

stage in one’s life-cycle for search of Truth; thereafter incline towards Salvation and ultimately 

deem it proper to get liberated from the process of rebirths – Redemption (mukti). It was indeed 

the correct approach towards the end of human mission thence. But today our planet’s present 

situation has deteriorated gravely enough, that; instead of such acquittal towards a divine-

merger, why not the evolved ones instead start becoming vibrant and remain more engaged with 

an ultra-sincere zeal towards every possible means to obtain the needed influx of that Spirit-

Energy which could result our Planetary Transformation? About 2000 years back God manifested 

the Power of its Divine Spirit into Jesus with intention to uplift humanity and show a better way 

of life; who said: “I make All things New (Rev. 21:5) –– I will show you wonders” (Micah 7:15) but 

the masses obstinately refused to progress and preferred to remain under the hood of their foul-

conduct to gain sensual pleasures instead of altering course towards a New-Beginning by 

becoming committed to adapt and follow the path of Righteousness. One must understand that 

today our Planet is facing with three major Problems, together: 

       (1)  Decay with regard to the revival/ renewal-process of our natural resources * 

       (2)  Undesirable Global and Environmental adversaries ** 

(3) Degraded ‘ Effective Consciousness ‘ 
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*   The richness out of soil, its products, i.e. water, food, minerals, oil etc. has reduced proportionally. 

** Global- warming, floods, droughts, earthquakes, tornadoes, volcanoes, depleted ozone layer etc. are awful. 

 

About 2000 years back, the above quoted (1) & (2) adversities were absent so Jesus thence tried 

rectifying (3) by promising to show us the wonder-land /kingdom of heaven – full of Joy & 

happiness for all but Jesus aborted the ‘renewal’ process due to persistent dogmatism of foul 

governance. Had his lordship succeeded thence; (1) & (2) would have been absent today instead 

we would have been enjoying greater Realms of higher-Life alongwith celestial neighbours, and 

much more. Today the combination of quoted three problems all together are posing the utmost 

grave threat upon our Planet and the only available alternative is a humble and wise approach 

towards suitable Divine intercessions. In this article: one way — is indicated! 

After Jesus, it was only Sri Aurobindo, about a century back, whose matchless acumen developed 

similar insight which inspiringly convinced him about the success of such a worthy approach; i.e. 

the possibility of arriving at point in human consciousness from where the requisite Divine-

Transformation for our sick Planet could be availed, but; yet it is in vain this far. 

 

Today, I am trying my very best to plead before the wiser citizenry world-over to please 

cooperate, just for once and try this as an experiment to experience the difference; we can all 

together make that Aurobindo Vision turn into Reality. I just need is a fair trial for my case or if I 

could be accorded a fast-track court with a coupling of CBI (all the airline-sex & foul-play will 

come out) – I think the matter could be over in a few days. Why is it difficult for the governance 

to steer the right course in order to get back onto the correct track?  A proper decision need be 

now executed in favour towards such a major global concern? It is now certain that the time most 

suitable for Divine manifestation has arrived and nothing can prevent that celestial occurrence 

towards the much sought beneficial Transformation. 

Indeed, it would be a great breakthrough for all to experience the pronounced difference if we 

could together for once have a common consensus towards a higher civilized way of life, by 

embracing values of Truth and Righteousness. All that is now required is to get the requisite 

control over the Mind, for – it is just the Mind  i.e. that portion of the Mind which is depriving us 

from reaching regions of greater Joy & happiness. Let’s all for once decide & make a solemn 

pledge towards this noble idea of conquering the lost Universe by trying controlling the Mind? 

Finer observations available today in regard to the present political Revolution in India have  good 

signs to indicate end of the long evil anarchy of foul-play & dirty-politics. This is a result of Divine 

input trickling into the Indian continent very slowly but ‘positively’. The process of 

Transformation much needed for the country to become more ‘noticeably & effective’ need to 

commence soon. Much more firm efforts, contributions, sacrifices & stronger resolutions are 
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required from the masses to bring in that advanced stage of requisite change/ parivartan so as 

to pave way for more Dynamic intercessions which would place India on to a ‘ Rapid-Progress ’ 

platform. India has to recover from her past inertia soon to regain her lost supremacy amongst 

global standards in every respect in order to lead the rest of the world who are unfortunately 

gripped in its primitive outlook towards materialistic solutions, mainly. It is India which has the 

potential to change the destiny of our weary Planet by activating the process towards the much 

sought ‘New Beginning‘ for this Planet by unleashing the  Power out of veiled ancient wisdom.  

Global cooperation could help speed up such creative endeavour & renewal process for the 

planet and its occupants who would also begin to revere the better values & need for a higher 

civilized life once the collective platform of human consciousness get elevated. The time has 

arrived for evil, corruption & inefficiency to be replaced with a more efficient-system by the 

collective effort of the Public. The governance has to be very firm with the wrong doers otherwise 

the ones responsible to govern would get loaded with their sins. The commandments of 

scriptures are very well clear that the sins get heavier upon the person who abets the sinner.  

One must not get bound by the physical containments of our human existence or succumb to 

personal attachments and bondages towards friends & relatives. Smash away every such 

captivity & weakness of the mind. The Mind has to be trained towards higher values of improved 

consciousness; it is possible. One must not fear of consequences i.e. result of one’s actions but 

work to perform with a sincere effort; the strength and wisdom will ooze out from within. Try to 

carefully notice & identify that extremely fine substance creeping inside your system, revere it; 

the deployment would commence. Fear not! Have faith/ trust in God, we are part of the great 

entity who have lost our true identy, restore it — get it back, Power is Yours !  

 

Sri Aurobindo was an avatar who came in to work upon ancient gospels silently and render the 

most modern outlook about a century back. He professed about the possibility & need to find 

the way to Transform our planet by means of an influx of Supramental spirit energy upon earth. 

There is no other doctrine which has proclaimed such proposition. All great sages of past have 
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preached about salvation (Moksha) & Redemption (Mukti) with regard to methods to get a 

glimpse about it — dip into it, and finally get dissolved in to it; in a manner to escape rebirth.  

Sri Aurobindo has presented this world with an insight of the most purposeful atomic/ spirit-

energy power option which need be realized, procured then deployed suitably to commence the 

most effective process of a speedy transformation for our planet, much needed at this point of 

obstinate stagnation towards normal evolutionary process. Time is fast approaching, let us all 

together join to pledge ourselves towards that needed change or else we shall perish. 

As indicated in Bulletin No. 6 (Rev. 10), there has been recently a significant achievement in 

bringing in energy from distant locations in a materialized form as clouds which means that, 

there also exists a possibility to bring in more of such Spirit energy in a more concentrated format 

upon earth i.e. usher-in a Supramentalized enriched energy with a dynamic intent and make it 

successfully work upon this planet & its residents to help Transcend their present life. 

When we carefully observe the evolutionary progress within our lives it can be seen that there 

has been development in the field of conventional science — but yet misery prevails. We need 

do more and explore every possibility to make life more joyous and purposeful for all on board. 

The power to control or displace Spirit-Energy depends upon Consciousness i.e. a larger 

displacement required would mean — more higher regions of consciousness need be acquired. 

Evolutionary progress in respect to the natural process of Evolution would get stagnated and /or 

even terminated if the human race decides to stop or end their further development by way of 

either; not accepting truth or continued refusal to accept the higher rungs of Consciousness. 

Truth must be exposed by removing falsehood /obscuring factors. Higher planes of 

Consciousness contain within itself — enriched merits of truthfulness; which could result 

enhanced human capability in order to achieve higher realms of Joy and contentment for all. 

Past spiritual scriptures & practices professed mainly the guidance with respect to obtaining 

freedom from this world by way of salvation /redemption as a final solution: which meant 

termination of re-birth; by this process alone, indeed the learned one’s achieved their objective 

but with the exodus of such learned ones, the normal evolutionary progress has got stagnated as 
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the newer ones too seek that path as an escape route. Whereas; the correct approach should be 

to continue work within the mainstream of society after salvation with a larger perspective to 

enable obtain the needed physical Transformation of our earth-planet and also up-liftment our 

weaker society, as long as one possesses a healthy body to work in this world.  

Fossil fuel is a product of nature. Its creator cannot have erred by its such creation, instead it is 

we who have misused the same by not controlling the population or it may also be that nature 

has so designed the same to indicate a purpose in order to make us explore other available 

possibilities now to remove the accumulated CO2 trapped within our atmosphere and reduce 

Global warming. This predator is heating the planet which need be eliminated. The deployment 

of black-holes /worm holes to oust the undesirable gases from our environment is the immediate 

answer but we need to find the way to deploy those mighty celestial machines. After all someone 

is operating those machines, as observed in space — then why not approach that ‘someone’ ?  

Answer is well available; its technicality is also well described in Bulletin No.4. 

New Era has already set in — it will become more noticeable in the coming days so be prepared 

and get geared up and let Divine power work out everything that is going to be beneficial for 

human race and this planet as it will transform every life upon Earth. Nature could also bring 

another similar planet into our closer proximity & reach so that a new system of life could begin, 

but do make your contribution to support Truth /Nature? — the more you submit before truth 

the easier it would be for all to avail the hidden wonders of God and this mighty cosmic. 

Demonetisation in India is an act of God designed to reduce the burden of untruthfulness in our 

daily lives by teaching the better way of life. More such Dynamic-works of nature is on its way as 

God has decided to restore evolution for our weary Planet. Devastations will also take place 

which would be directly proportional to the amount of obstructiveness present amid our working 

systems: so as to deliver us with the much needed purpose and process of evolution. 
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EVOLUTION TOWARDS INCREASED REGIONS OF JOY        supplemented on 22/05/2017 

The evolutionary process of natural-progress gets stagnated or terminated if human decide to 

end their development, in terms of either: not accepting, or refusal towards adapting higher 

rungs of Consciousness. Every aspect obscuring Truth must be gradually unveiled in order to 

facilitate progress towards higher planes of Consciousness, designed by nature which contains 

increased density of truthfulness and enhanced human capability. This is the correct approach 

for every life on Earth thereby enabling towards achieving higher realms of Joy & contentment. 

Unfortunately, past spiritual attainments & practices professed need for freedom from this 

world; with salvation /redemption as solution aimed at termination of Consciousness-growth. 

This process indeed enabled learned ones achieve their objective, but, at the cost of their exodus 

from our common society. As a result, the normal evolutionary progress got stagnated because 

the newer-learned ones too followed the same path, whereas; the correct approach should be 

to continue further progress after salvation by way of working within the main-stream of society, 

but with a broader perspective: which would also enable the physical Transformation of our 

earth-planet & up-liftment of the weaker sections of our weary society: 

1. The next option for Planetarians now, as a materialistic approach would be to seek other 

forms/ possibilities which could deliver increased joy for the mind & senses if one decides to 

continue obtaining joy and  happiness from other than spiritual experiences or attainments.  

2. One such proposition could also be possible by means of getting into a closer proximity 

with other galaxies by way of communication, travel & interaction to share space and resources 

with other worlds in distant neighbourhoods and indeed it would be extremely interesting also. 

3.  The purpose & marvel of true evolutionary progress is to enjoy spiritual-life and material-

world by engaging them together just like the two lines of the railway track: both must work and 

progress jointly in perfect harmony towards higher regions of Nature’s creations designed for us 

with purpose towards  unfolding and enjoying every aspect of Divine existence.  

4. But, to dwell within deep dungeons of Rishikesh or the Vatican under fear & desperation 

to meet /reach Divine, as an escape route from this world is not the correct way to live.  God has 

better plans if one is prepared & determined to transcend towards higher planes of 

consciousness. Indeed toil and patience is required; but it is really worth the effort trying it out.  

5. In fact one could increase one’s life span by making suitable modifications in respect to 

body cells / tissues through a specialized spiritual process by virtue of which one could transform 

its plasticity & malleability to rejuvenate them before decay.  This is indeed possible. 
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6. More the control one has over spirit energy — the better would result its application. The 

more one transcends to upper planes of consciousness the better is the grip over spirit power 

/control. The more one practices Truth & Righteousness in life the speedier is one’s evolutionary 

progress in the right direction.  [ the other direction may lead one to Satanic joys] 

The actual problem which the human race encountered initially was, firstly; misuse of spiritual 

power. Secondly, the wiser folks rather decided termination of progress i.e. sought redemption 

after obtaining Salvation, instead of proceeding further towards increased regions of Divinity.  

Reaching the point of Salvation, i.e. point Y, as 

shown is difficult but one need continue the 

ascending path (i.e. towards Z).  But, the normal 

tendency for the learned ones is to bend away 

towards Redemption. Although further perusal 

does get difficult but yet patiently continue trying 

for the ascent path and simultaneously also keep 

striving hard to uplift the collective consciousness, 

alongside. If this dual exercise is not accomplished; 

stagnation would result which would mainly affect 

materialistic progress. The purpose and idea of God 

is to enable human enjoy its complete hidden 

treasures of joy and beauty, whilst in body-form.  

Each & every breath after Salvation must be contributed towards “universal progress” if you have 

attained true salvation. Redemption sought with selfish motivation is not a good proposal if one 

possesses a physical body sufficiently good enough to sustain life; let God command your 

thoughts and decide about your last breath. The creator is more concerned about your welfare 

than yourself. One must learn to remain an observer and see God use your body to work the way 

up — indeed, very fine intellect is required to notice the same. Just remain contemplating upon 

God and towards the welfare /up-liftment of all by every thought of yours continuously.  God will 

either work to evolve or will dissolve the human race, as the case be more appropriate.  

Prahlay is termination of human civilization and /or existence of life on our planet, which may be 

either partially or towards complete extinction, as accomplished before—countless of times. The 

complete objective of human goal is to continue progress  in the right direction and avail higher 

and higher forms of joy whilst working along with the masses as much as possible. Let the final 

countdown/ merger be matter of Divine-decision, already programmed by the Creator. In fact, 

today this world is balancing on the edge towards a major catastrophe: One single wrong move 

by the Responsible ones could trigger the most undesirable occurrence of  Disaster. 
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SOLUTION TOWARDS COVID-19 pandenic    supplemented on 20 March 2020 

The profound sections of Vedic/Spiritual sciences which remain dormant must be explored 

to find causes & effects towards every occurrence. Solutions for every problem in this 

colossal cosmos (Brahmaan)/ our world, could be obtained from God the Creator. 

One need to understand Brahmaan (entire-cosmos), God (Bhagwaan), Supreme-Soul 

(Paramatma), the illusory-energy (Maya), individualized-Soul (Jivatma), Salvation, 

Redemption, Consciousness/Awareness, Bliss, Energy (prana), Being (antakarna), our 

subtle/psychic bodies etc — so as to proceed ahead in a direction to avail True-Love & 

care of God (Prem) to perform esteemed service as a true servant (sevak) under guidance 

of God to enjoy His bliss & grace oriented blessings ( amrit-ananda & kripa).  

Understanding the above aspects by way of information or knowledge in scriptures or 

thru learned ones, is not enough. One need to work and realize them thru intense 

practice/actions which require selfless dedicated sincere work, sacrifices, meditation, 

contemplation, and, by promoting principles of Truth & Righteousness, but, mainly thru 

extreme devotional work/service (Bhakti) with intent of serving the masses — to such a 

great extent that you can begin to obtain His Grace/pure-energy, as experience, in every 

action of yours — and feel His divine presence in everything, in and around you. 

This world of ours is a platform where every being is under an everlasting effort towards 

a process of seeking a higher form of Joy. Ultimately such a human arrives at a stage 

when he/she is made to explore higher regions of such Joy which is of a permanent and 

extremely blissful nature. This is because our true/basic property as a soul is to regain 

with Supreme-soul (i.e. our origin) which had got mingled with Maya since long, long 

back. Hence it is not so easy to get out of the clutches/grips of Maya, one need to 

work/toil very hard to change our course away from Maya — towards God.  

There are great sages and learned/virtuous ones in this world who could understand God 

through knowledge & actions and reached the stage of obtaining Salvation/Redemption 

to get rid of the effects of Maya, by grace of God. Indeed, such learned ones do succeed 
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in merging themselves back into the Brahmaan (Cosmic) to permanently merge into its 

infinite bliss since Brahm by itself is Truth-Consciousness-Bliss (Sat-cit-ananda). By 

virtue of the amalgamation of Brahm with God & Paramatma, makes Him complete; 

known as an all pervading Supreme composer (Creator—commonly known as God) who 

runs the complete colossal cosmic; as a 3-in-one authority. Moreover, there are few 

among trillions who can transcend further beyond salvation towards higher planes of 

consciousness to reach a closer proximity with God, but only by special Grace of God, as 

a Wonder. Such ones can get anything done by grace of God —for the welfare and 

evolutionary progress of humankind/planet. 

Availing ‘That’ spirit in terms of “ Love-Joy of God (Prem-anand ) as service towards God 

with sole intent of being a true sevak” is made extremely difficult as an Absolute 

submission/surrender is required, before the Almighty. One need become a big Zero 

before God for Him to take one up in his arms like a baby and format his data-base 

completely before re-loading His exclusive divine stuff so as to approve one as His 

blessed/enlightened messenger. By virtue of such grace the chosen one(s) could usher 

this ignorant world onto to a newer arena. Past history confirms such enlightened ones 

to have successfully performed supernatural tasks for welfare and progress of every life 

on our planet. We, as residents of this planet have arrived into a very tight corner from 

where we need a Divine rescue and intercessions — for purpose of continuation of life. 

The COVID-19 virus arrived from outer-space that has gained energy & momentum 

which got induced into the ‘illusory-energy (maya)’ stratum of our existence either willfully 

or due ignorance. This world’s materialistic stuff is basically made up of enriched Spirit-

Energy emanated out by God. Our conventional science is mainly based upon ability for 

viewing & handling of Material-energy stuff using scientific capabilities. Modern 

scientists tried their best to approach/reach the God-particle by help of test-tubes & 

tunnels (CERN) but could not succeed because there is no material stuff involved in the 

same to be seen or dealt with using human senses or scientific instruments. Whereas, 

the same can be reached/experienced by approaching higher planes of consciousness 

using requisite wisdom & practice. Such viewing & handling of Spirit-Energy based 
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stuff is possible by spiritual-scientists, also known as wise sages. The present undesirable 

Covid-19 virus pandemic is powerful enough as it contains an amalgamated content of 

spirit-energy possessed with an undesirable intent which need be neutralized by proper 

application of Vedic/Spiritual science, but this be accomplished by the  help/grace of God. 

This predator can be neutralized by a source of energy higher than that contained within 

the Virus, either by virtue of our conventional science or thru human spiritual-capability, 

as both can work along God, consciously or unconsciously. Unfortunately due to 

ignorance, the western mind has been chasing too much towards materialistic 

achievements and its associated joys but ignored the latent merits contained within us 

and nature of our working. Our materialistic world is a tiny sphere whereas the spiritual 

world is a gigantic creation extending as far as possible the mind can travel. One need 

not run away from the extreme Realty but instead understand the truth behind every 

creation of God so as to make it possible to enjoy the bounties lying deep within us 

wanting to be unveiled. The evolutionary progress of our planet cannot be stagnated by 

way of accumulated negative energy — as it has been so designed by God who would 

creep in to intervene and restore the evolutionary system and its onward development. 

 

The next Virus approaching would be even much more vicious and we need to get 

prepared for the same by mending our ways, believe it or not. Such powerful predators 

can never be combated with human intelligence or any weaponry made out of human-

intelligence or scientific capabilities —  as our intelligence will always remain limited for 

it is made such by the Creator of this magnificent cosmic. Earlier too it was so cautioned 

in the last supplement of 22/05/2017, para 6, page 18 of this document. Let the 

concerned state authorities decide about treading the correct way of life — divine 

intercessions will come in to show the way. This is an established truth of our existence. 
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LEAP TOWARDS THE NEXT GENERATION    (supplemented on 18 April 2020) 

The next leap on part of our mainstream work-process should be made henceforth not 

on basis of Materialistic-science alone — but, also wedded along with Spiritual-science. 

The recent COVID-19 associated misery cast upon our materialistic-existence partly which 

had neglected the human-segment’s that precious portion which precisely links our 

physical body-mind machine with our primary driving force  —  i.e. the  Spirit-energy.  

When the covid-19 virus attacked our vulnerable system of conventional science’s human-

mind/intelligence capability had no other option but to fall prey as our 

established/achieved scientific-science network & competency failed. Whereas, that 

human-mind which had also gained spiritual understanding & development easily 

combatted the problem by also turning itself towards spiritual- science, enabling one fetch 

an early rescue and positive relief. Our present system of a materialistic approach in this 

materialistic world will always remain limited, alone. This is a well manufactured way of 

our life, designed by God for its creation to live  —  as well established thru scriptures. 

The most optimum approach now onward for all would be to also step-in towards 

acquiring proper grips with spiritual wisdom along its allied applications and thereby 

infusing the same into our conventional work-practice within our present materialistic 

work. Both, the present conventional science and spiritual science oriented capabilities 

within a human need work together, more consciously to prevent such heavy casualties.  

The Vedic scriptures contain past history of our ancient civilization and also every piece 

of that wisdom which will enable us to move ahead in direction towards the threshold of 

the arriving next generation — for which a more wise leap is required now. Mere 

acquiring wisdom will not fetch much; as one need to practice the science of spirit- 

wisdom in our respective field of actions just like the present human does it by acquiring 

materialistic-wisdom and practices the same in our daily lives. One must realize that this 

world of ours is a manifestation out of spirit-energy which created the present playground 

for us to practice/demonstrate our acquired skill and capabilities with main objective to 

help others also transcend on to higher planes to avail the hidden Bounties of Nature.  
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Everything available in and around us in the materialistic world is a concentration of spirit 

energy. If that energy is removed out of any object, the object will wither away into 

nothingness just as a black-hole does — i.e. that spirit-energy is so important which holds 

the molecules together to form and retain an object. The illusory-energy of God (maya) 

manufactures both; the material and the spiritual world for us to make best use of. The 

weaker ones have to rise in order to sustain otherwise perish so as to be reborn and 

struggle again if it wants to remain in this race towards enjoying higher realms of 

joy/wonders.  Advanced planetary arrangements & creation of God reside within higher 

planes of consciousness which could be achieved thru means of Truth & Righteousness, 

as the only true way of indubitable success because Truth represents the property of 

God, and Righteousness (dharma) represents the way of life as a discipline established 

by us i.e. we worldly residents — with rules & regulations towards conduct of our day-to 

day lives in the materialistic world. Both need to be complied with so as to transcend 

higher. The alternate method also available before humans is to escape from 

rebirth/world with sole objective of an early permanent redemption/mukti.  

TRANSFER OF SINS: whenever a person commits an error with regard to Truth or 

Righteousness a proportional amount of sin gets created and accumulated in one’s 

account as a function of the soul. Such accumulated sin(s) gets shared/automatically 

transferred on to a person of a higher authority who fails to take action against the sinner 

under his jurisdiction. Moreover, the quantum of sin + its consequences gets multiplied 

upon such higher authority(s) who fails to take action against the sinner, either willfully 

or due ignorance. Such accumulated sin and its effect gets carried forwarded to one’s 

subsequent lives also depending upon its quantum, till the same is entirely exhausted. 

This is why one should unnecessarily not opt for becoming a higher authority if one 

cannot deliver the requisite justice, as mentioned in the scriptures. To know the wisdom 

behind the terms & conditions of our play in this playground of our illusory-world (mayavi-

sansaar) one need to understand the scriptures well otherwise the gathered penalty 

becomes too hefty a burden  — it will weigh substantially enough to drag one with endless 

gloomy rebirths. Do not harbor or breed it as a mere spectator  —  as it will bite you. 
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 Need to proceed beyond present misery  re2-supplemented on 04/06/2020 

Its been several months of distress with no respite towards a positive solution about the 

Covid-19 Virus pandemic. Wisdom & experience would make one realize that there is 

nothing greater than capability of God within his created gigantic cosmos. Elite spiritual 

wisdom professes that any person in this world who can reach God can easily plead him    

to terminate unceasing global misery to bring immediate relief for the masses. But how 

to reach God is the task for us at this critical juncture? It is a well-established universal 

truth & fact that god resides within each one of us but yet we are unable to reach Him? 

A sketch explains a brief illustration of Divine-Energy and relative working of God’s 

Maya/Illusory-Energy in the Cosmos: God is by itself a huge mass of Divine Spirit-Energy 

with his Energy emanating all around in form of dark-matter/Spirit-energy, as shown. 

This spread of energy is variable but present everywhere in cosmos. It is wisely observed 

that God (as Brahm) resides in each & everything in the cosmos in a form of His basic 

energy/awareness. We are also a part of this as an awareness, in most elementary form.  

Whenever God wants to make celestial based materialistic-objects such as a planet, 

meteor/asteroids, rocks etc. he directs a concentrated amount of energy+intent (Maya), 

toward the point where His energy gets converted into material form, as shown. Similarly 

when God wants to create a ‘Black-hole’ he uses his energy+intent capability to power 

such psychic machines to do various jobs in space, as noticed by our astral scientists.  

God adds his energy+intent into plants to make them grow, along with an extremely 

infinitesimal consciousness. He also adds his energy+intent+soul from his different 

configuration known as Supreme Soul (Paramatma) to 

create living creatures, animals with a minute/low level of 

consciousness, whereas in human-beings the level of 

consciousness goes on increasing with time & progress.   

 

The various components of our existence need be 

carefully understood for proper perusal towards higher 
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objectives as they cannot be seen or felt by application(s) within our limited field of 

conventional-science or scientific instruments/capabilities achieved by the worldly modern 

scientists. The same can only be availed/accessed by exploring and by virtue of 

application/practice of elite wisdom possessed within human consciousness thru help of 

Vedic/Spiritual-science which subsequently also gets confirmed by its experience within : 

 

Brahm = [Awareness (Observer) + Energy], is omni-present.  Brahm is Sat-Cit-Ananda i.e. Truth-

Conscience-Bliss, in its static and most basic form. Pervades uniformly in everything in the entire cosmos. 

In plants it is known as Jiv (life). Brahm provides its energy which is variable depending upon requirement/ 

contributions. Plants also have an extremely infinitesimal consciousness, with respect to its growth etc. 

 

Paramatma/Supreme-Soul = that characteristic of God which has unlimited Dynamic Energy, 

Consciousness & intelligence. Has capability to manifest into any form to perform tasks. Also creates Demi-

Gods from time to time who come on earth to deliver wisdom about correct approach to perform in life. 

 

God/Bhagwan = Brahm+ Paramatma,  has power of incarnation as God in any form to perform various 

supernatural tasks & divinized-plays i.e. just as Lord(s) Rama/Krishna and other avatars appeared in past. 

They arrive whenever required to help the planetarians, restore values of Truth & Righteousness and clear 

any doubts or confusions pertaining to purpose of life. Can reset, renew or transform every life on planet. 

 

Atman/Soul = A minute-Energy of Paramatma having cross-talk capability with God, with limited functions 

of Sat-cit-ananda. This is similar to Brahm in non-living beings. Atman is energy+intent which provides 

with necessary life-power source to all living beings (jiva) i.e. creatures, animals and humans. It is called  

Jivatma ( i.e. a living individual soul) in case of human beings. Its energy pumps the heart to provide 

distribution of blood supply in body, as energy. Soul has a fixed size in spirit form i.e. not small or big soul. 

 

Jivatma = Jiva is energy as a consciousness carrying intention of God to create life on planet as a living 

being which gets established with combination of [(energy+consciousness) + (Soul)] to be together known 

as Jivatma. Its consciousness is the inherent active player which along the Soul provides life-support 

energy to a living being, with an identity.  With respect to humans — consciousness became more 

pronounced which created a suitable antakarna/vessel.  Consciousness can be increased by virtue of 

wisdom and its proper applications in life. Normally, Soul is also commonly referred to as Jivatma in vedic 

science meaning Jiva+atman as both are same wedded together, as explained later in more detail herein. 
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Consciousness: Human Consciousness is the prime characteristic of an individual which comprises of 

one's capability-level based upon one's control & practice over mind, acquired 

knowledge, wisdom and skill, both within & outside one’s human system, 

prevailing at a particular time during the course of life-journey of an individual.  

Consciousness of an individual is the active player, in our playground (world). 

When one’s consciousness reaches a pre-established high level it can snap its 

link with antakarna to become the Pure soul itself following with a merger into 

the Supreme (laha). If one develops his consciousness along the X axis then he 

moves towards the Supreme, like the learned sages. Normally, we as Jivatma 

develop our consciousness along the Y axis i.e. more towards 

worldliness/materialism as it is easier to see and understand using the intellect 

and it also delivers with instant results of satisfaction and happiness within 

limited areas of its operations. If one can also get a bonding/covenant with the 

divine such one can develop to progress along the X+Y axis and could enjoy both aspects i.e. the worldly 

& Spiritual life with guaranteed improvement of every type of enhanced capability within one’s daily life 

oriented actions. This is very good as one gets support from the Divine to work and perform better. 

Capability and Consciousness are both wedded together as a faculty to deliver the desired work output. 

The ones who develop their consciousness along the Z axis are the evil/tamasic ones who under inertia are 

engaged with greed, lust, and all the negativeness. Such ones are also very intelligent but immoral, seek 

sensual gratification, are selfish and disgrace for the society. They are anti-divine and have no religion but 

thrive just to gain name power and fame at any cost. Such ignorant ones prevail during period of Kaliyuga.  

 

Conscience: is a micro replica of Sat-Chit-Ananda i.e. the Pure original substance within the Soul from 

which oozes out the consciousness, just like a fragrance out of a flower. This is the major source for use 

as a referral during the course of actions to be performed by the Jivatma to determine its viability or 

appropriateness. Maya has the power to obscure one’s conscience who does not have faith & trust in god. 

 

Awareness: is the static function which acts as an observer to have only information regarding everything 

within and outside an individual, as a silent spectator. Some sections of philosophy consider Awareness as 

the Consciousness, although expressing same. Awareness always remains as a fixed value whereas 

Consciousness varies up and down depending upon an individual’s performance and capability, at a time. 

 

Subtle body: this is a sheath of spirit-energy in & around a human body in which resides the Soul and 

various chakras i.e. psychic nerve centres, which also governs the physical body with a feed from the 

cosmos. This is a matter of Vedic scientists to experience and is not perceivable by conventional science. 
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Merger of Soul: the links of Jivatma with antakarna+body is broken permanently. The Jiva exists no more 

as the Jivatma merges back into the Supreme Soul i.e. just as a drop of water into the ocean. But the 

Jivatma will thereafter not experience bliss as it will itself merge into bliss. Bliss can only be experienced 

by the Jivatma whilst it possesses its dual links attached to an individual’s antakarna and body machinery.  

 

Antakarna: is a creation of Jivatma’s energy+consciousness  to be used also to discover and experience 

the Soul/god within, which consists of Mind, intellect, senses, subtle/physical-body, and all effects of Maya 

contained within a sort of a spiritual vessel known as Antakarna i.e termed to be as one’s created Being. 

Upon cessation of life i.e. after death of the individual human, or its relative non-human-body in case of 

creatures & animals the link C snaps thereby removing the energy-power to the gross-human-body which 

pumps the heart. On death, the Jivatma carries away its respective Antakarna without the physical body 

onwards to its astral existence for Paramatma to determine its next destination. It is very important to keep 

the contents of antakarna pure/clean, including a healthy body 

in order to receive divine inputs in form of energy or wisdom. 

No scripture or any sage can describe fully to make one 

understand as it is matter of experience to realize the exact 

function of the various components engaged. It is deliberately 

made so by the Maker so that one need to toil and transcend towards higher rungs of human life to discover 

the same and enjoy the joys & beauty of Nature. The gross/physical body is shown herein as part of the 

antakarna due to academic purpose. If one does not have a pure/healthy body then one may not be able 

to receive divine inputs to enjoy the life better.  The sketch shown is to indicate the functions of a JIVATMA. 

 

MAYA (illusory-energy): this is very powerful energy created by God at the very beginning when he 

created the cosmos. One need to develop one’s consciousness more and more so as to control the contents 

of Antakarna to gain control over Maya as much as possible so that dark Maya portion diminishes sufficiently 

to enable one transcend to avail salvation/enlightenment. Such ones permanently get out of the grips & 

influence of Maya by the grace of god. This is the biggest achievement as the individual moves into close 

proximity with God, but negligible amount of Maya remains lurking around. For such evolved ones i.e. one’s 

with diminished Maya, when link snaps at A & C, the individual merges back into Godhood permanently. 

 

Prahlay: A major disaster upon earth, as in case of Co-19 pandemic in 2020 etc. bringing heavy loss to 

life and property on planet. Caused due to effect of combined sins/ignorance of residents of the planet. 

 

Mahaprahlay: Termination of our planet Earth towards a complete dissolution by subjecting the planet 

into a Black-hole or any other way which is accomplished only by God when situation becomes hopeless. 
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After Mahaprahlay: The Jivatma always remains intact with its last achieved level of consciousness & 

memory but the link with antakarna at point B is snapped. During Mahaprahlay every Jivatma goes into 

hibernation for thousands of years till another Big-bang occurs i.e. re-establishment of life upon a planet 

wherein all Jivatmas depending upon their past deeds are again suitably placed in a new planet with 

modified properties, as desired and made by the Creator for it to continue renewed past onward journey, 

till final merger. This is how past deeds/memory comes handy as the system of God automatically places 

one at its last acquired level towards further continuation of the evolutionary process. It decides whom to 

position where so that importance of fair-play is meted out within the huge cosmos, as a fool-proof system.  

 

The miniscule form of God, as His energy, is within each one of us known as the 

Soul/Atma (shown earlier in magenta) which is constantly linked with God thru cross-talk 

capability. By virtue of Jivatma’s consciousness one can manage to reach the Soul within 

and successfully avail wisdom about the numerous workings of the Supreme Divine within 

and all around us but will yet remain limited i.e. not absolute like that of God/Supreme. 

We are Jivatma i.e. combination of [(Life-energy+consciousness) + (Soul)]. God created 

a Jivatma as an instrument coupled to the soul, as a consciousness; for an individual to 

develop it sufficiently enough using power of god’s energy to enable one create a physical 

body etc. to perform our role as an individual player in this world (play-ground): 

i. Jivatma’s consciousness and Maya first works to create mind, intellect, senses and 

related physical/subtle body (enclosed in a vessel, referred as antakarna) with 

respect to an individual human, by virtue of Jivatma’s control over consciousness. 

ii. Thereafter Jivatma’s consciousness uses the contents of antakarna to discover 

the obscured true atman/god within an individual by partially dispelling Maya, by 

virtue of attaining wisdom & experience and thereby enhancing its consciousness. 

iii. Then the Jivatma’s enhanced consciousness further develops the various 

components within one’s Antakarna to dispel more of Maya aspect and enhance 

capability of each component within the antakarna by practicing its applicability 

towards discovering about the wonders of Jivatma and understand God better; as 

a mission in life for an individual human being on this playground called earth. 
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[Note: As we had progressed and amplified our consciousness, the negative tendencies of the multi-

purpose spirit energy of God known as Maya/mind, got added into our antakarna which deluded our 

mind/intellect faculty and gripped us more and more with its various misleading properties of 

temptations, endless desires & problems which lured us away from God/Soul — towards worldliness].  

Our initial deviation from God was due to our Ignorance as a result of the extremely 

energetic-power of Maya being impossible to desist because it is a power created by 

God, as a test for us. Thereafter, with due course of time we started dwelling under the 

strong bondage and grips of Maya/Ignorance to such extent that we started to consider 

ourselves as our physical body/mind etc. Moreover the immense power of Maya made us 

commit errors/Sins. Later, the sheath between our soul and our Consciousness became 

large & very dense (shown in black) that we, as our consciousness (shown in green) is 

unable to reach back to the Soul easily. Thru wisdom one can only get to learn about 

soul/God but will yet remain under influence of Maya and will continue to be wildly tossed 

around under its influence and into continuous process of life & death cycles. One need 

to practice every piece of wisdom achieved  by the Jivatma’s antakarna very hard in life 

whilst performing one’s daily actions/deeds with due respect towards purity, values &  

principles of fair-play, truth and righteousness so as to enable one to experience within 

oneself that precious wisdom in reality. Then one can ascend vertically towards the higher 

planes of consciousness, but; yet nothing much more is achievable by such learned ones.  

Thereafter, we need immense practice of Bhakti/devotion with utmost dedicated & 

meticulous hard work along with surrender, faith & trust in God so as to avail help & 

participation of the Soul/God into our daily actions to help us perform better. After much 

effort, if successful, one may just about obtain knowledge about the Soul only. 

Thereafter, further perusal of good work accomplished by the Jivatma can earn one 

enlightenment/salvation by way of grace (kripa) of God i.e. not by virtue of an 

individual’s intelligence, scientific or other conventional achievements. We as a Jivatma 

need to further reduce the much remaining  portion of Ignorance+Sins i.e. between us 

and Soul/God with help of God so as to proceed further into a closer proximity with Him.  
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Such liberated learned ones can thereafter proceed beyond the point of salvation as long 

as desired and approved by God depending upon one’s acumen and universal 

requirements. Normally, without any purpose; further ascent of consciousness becomes 

invalid to an extent where one rather seeks for an early redemption (mukti) instead of 

further perusal upward. If a jivatma could continue its existence, one can not only solve 

various adversaries/misery but can also help this planet and its residents avail much more 

thereby paving way towards transformation of every life on planet. Modern task before 

us  is to shed spiritual ignorance to get grips with the science of that spirit-energy which 

flows out of God into our components and everywhere around this planet with its dual 

function i.e. one that creates matter out of Maya (static–spirit-energy), and the other 

which remains as active spirit energy in form of Maya (as Dynamic-spirit energy): The 

active spirit-energy of God also acts as a life-energy (prana) that helps us maintain and 

develop our human system well whilst performing within our respective field-of-actions.  

We also need to understand that we possess a subtle/spiritual vessel within us in which 

all our earlier described components except the soul are housed — which together is 

referred to as our Being, known as antakarna.  Our antakarna contains effects of maya, 

our sins, mind, intellect, subtle-body etc. This container/vessel has a lot of junk 

accumulated over our past life(s). Contents of this vessel have to be cleansed before we 

can seek or avail the grace of God for his enriched energy/prana for any purpose. God’s 

grace/kripa oriented Spirit-energy is very pure, powerful and effective. To clean our 

antakarna one has to practice wisdom extensively in our respective field of actions with 

regard to purity of mind, fair-play, truth & righteousness and nishkaam karma ( without 

seeking fruits for our actions) to such extent that every piece of wisdom starts unveiling 

within us to deliver as experience to explain every component of ours, as described. It 

does not matter to god as to how many followers one has but much matters as to how 

close proximity one has achieved with God. The soul i.e. mini-god residing in us is a silent 

observer who notices every thought of ours to decide about the future of our life-game. 

We are at the edge of our present materialistic world, i.e. at a threshold which links us 

to our next destination amid the colossal spiritual cosmos and its associated planetary 
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arrangements. We need to now optimize wisdom within our present accessible 

materialistic & spiritual disciplines to enable us perform sufficiently enough in order to 

qualify for upgradation to next higher generation by meeting requisite standard set before 

us by God, the creator. We be reminded that we have no possession, identity or value of 

our own to boast about as every component i.e. colossal cosmos, the universe, our soul, 

mind, intelligence, physical/subtle-body and everything else thinkable is God’s property 

i.e. made out of God’s spirit-energy emanated out of Him, with purpose. No one has the 

authority to claim upon any part of it.  Time has arrived at a point from where if we fail 

to transcend to an upgraded way of life then God may shut-down this planet as a hopeless 

case where we do not seek reform but remain rigidly & relentlessly glued to our lower 

state of life. Prudence demands that we need to humbly submit before fair-play, 

truthfulness and righteousness — otherwise we be prepared to face the wrath of God.  

Ignorance is not going to remain a permanent feature for one’s survival in this competitive 

world. The western mind need understand value & purpose of spiritual science for being 

promoted to higher planetary systems established by the Creator. One tiny virus has 

knocked out every science capability of our materialistic kingdom? The idea of life made 

before all of us is to understand ourselves better so as to reach back to God whilst 

enjoying each and every stage of creation of God, whilst in human-body form. Indeed, 

ones who seek an early redemption can avail the same as a provision is also incorporated 

in the system of human life but the ignorant or evil ones cannot always rule over the 

better part of God’s creation, as a way designed by the creator. The world-consciousness, 

is a matter of esteemed quality-output from majority of the masses (i.e. effective 

consciousness). Vedic science need to be respected/explored more as our present 

modern science and our human intelligence and capabilities will always remain limited.  

Sins play a very vital role in our lives. Out of greed/ignorance, we err/sin either 

consciously or inadvertently and its effect carries on within our system, maybe even for 

many generations till we are left with no option but to undergo its consequences. Sins 

committed by virtuous ones gets meted out soon to help them evolve. One need to suffer 

for acting against truth which is the kingdom of God and also for acts against 
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righteousness which is the domain of Rules, Law & procedures established by us and our 

society. Higher of the two sins’ effect is meted upon to an individual and there is no 

redemption as nature has made it fool-proof. One has to undergo repentance & penance 

for sins committed. The impact of sins fall heavily upon those who shirk responsibilities 

and duties as head of states and fail to accomplish the correct established ways of life. 

The present Virus crises and its global-effect persisting for the past few months has 

deepened too much that there would be no much gain by defeating the Virus alone. We 

should now rather go in for a transcendental approach with a humble prayer before God 

to manifest himself before the masses to end the stagnation and resolve the various long 

pending challenges amid our planet so that, we as residents on planet could avail either: 

i. A renewal which means to get back to life as it was before the onslaught of the 

Co-19 virus, i.e. as in 2019. But that way of a stagnated hopeless way of life had 

become too sub-standard due to decay in effective consciousness which ultimately 

led misery all around the planet, without any scope for improvement. Or, 

ii. Seek for a Transformation which means to take the planetarians i.e. every life 

on our planet onto a newer dimension of enhancements towards every aspect. For 

this our collective deeds must be sufficiently well enough to qualify for the same.  

If we cannot be determined to mend our ways of life about improved performance so 

as to achieve above two possibilities then nature would soon subject the planet 

towards dissolution either thru a black-hole machine or by way of destruction as 

happened in past. Today the amount of global confusion amongst civilizations is so 

high that common man is facing too much of problems due to prevailing corruption, 

inefficiency, inadequacy, over-population etc. which are resulting with stagnation of 

consciousness towards every life on our planet. We are today in such a horrible 

situation that we have no choice but to accept a higher way of life by treading the 

correct course of actions as established by our own self and our society suitable and 

purposeful for our existence in this world. In such a hopeless condition it would be 

purposeful if we could pray most humbly & sincerely before the Creator for a requisite 

Wonder so that God could rescue us and help out every life on this tiny weary planet.  


